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Corporation DocumentaryThe corporation is likened to human beings 

although it poses no feelings. It is the rising of the corporate body. The 

railway has used the law in order to continue inflicting pain on people 

instead of making their lives better. The railway is a monopoly and it enjoys 

the benefits of setting their prices and adjusting them to whichever the cost 

since they do not face any competition. The monopolistic aspect of the 

railway corporation in the US is highlighted in this documentary. The 

documentary also highlights how the environment is constantly abused by 

large corporations with the interest if enriching shareholders and managers 

of certain companies. The corporations are above the law. They decide what 

is right and what is wrong. Fox duo and presenters lost their careers for 

allegedly finding out on the side effects of Bovine Growth Hormone, or BGH 

from Monsanto Company. Before the airing of this film, the Monsanto’s 

lawyers were at task to change all the content of the story. The film also 

brings in the sense of capitalism and Taylorism in the context when IBM, 

hides some knowledge on their machines and insists on regular services to 

continue with their earning. Adolf Hitler contracted the company in order to 

provide the database meant to coordinate the war. The computers supplied 

by IBM had a contractual agreement of monthly servicing despite the fact 

that IBM had good background knowledge on how to keep the systems in 

place without regular servicing. Excerpts of economic interdependence and 

division of labor are evident in the documentary when managers of carpet 

companies cheat the world that they are selling new carpets yet they just 

recycle them. In most cases in the US, corporations have the tendency of 

elevating their status and make their own decisions. This is relevant when 
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the documentary portrays a Wall Street scandal. Privatization is one way the 

governments have robbed the public some of their public interests. Private 

companies manipulate existing laws to enrich themselves. The psychopathic 

nature of corporations is and ideology of Max Weber as it focuses on the 

bureaucracies of the US government. The private ownership of most 

parastatals and government institutions has robbed locals of their rights to 

earn the best from the community instead they end up paying more in terms

of taxes. The corporations have employed Taylorism by introducing job 

performance rates in their companies. The corporations are competitive and 

require skilled and efficient workforce just like Taylor suggested. Taylorism is

also employed when Adolf Hitler contracted IBM to service their machines as 

he used them to coordinate the war. The scientific management principle is 

in play in large corporations where large scale manufacturing through 

assembly of lines takes place such as The Coca-Cola Company. Capitalism is 

evident from the documentary by the fact that large companies dominate 

and affect the lives of Americans daily. A clear look at most of the 

corporation highlighted by the film indicates that almost half or three-

quarters of the companies deal with nonagricultural employment. Most of the

US people face the danger of losing their jobs anytime due to job insecurity 

caused by the informal economy, which dominates nearly three-quarters of 

large corporations in the US. Works CitedThe Corporation (Documentary). 

Dir. Jennifer Abbott, and Joel Bakan Mark Achbar. 2007. 
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